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ABSTRACT 
A financial aocounting model that inoorporates physical and institu-
tional unoertainties has been devulopod for geothermal project~. Among the 
unoertainties it can handle are well depth, fluu !'"ate, fl'Jid tf'dI~e.~ature, and 
permit and oonstruction times. The outPl.ts of the mode! are"l~ulative prob-
ability distributions of financial measur~s suoh as capital oost, levelized 
oost, and pre --i t. These outputs are well sui ted for IJse in an investment 
decisj on incor.)orating risl<. The model has the powerful feature that condi-
tional probabil1ty distribution oan be used to acoount for' oorrelations among 
any ~f the input variables. The model has been applied to 1 geothermal reser-
voir- at Heber, California, for a ij5-MW binary eleotrio plant. Under the 
assumptions made, the reservoir appeal"s to be eoonomically viable. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Geothermal energy ent:llls risks resul tlrl~ from unknowns in r~,ysioal 
faotors suoh as require~ well depth, fluid temperature, and flow rates, and 
from unknowr~ in institutional faotors suoh as lensth of permit prooadures, 
negottations for prioe between the energy produoer and the energy user, and 
liability for faulty performanoe. To the potential inveator in a geothermal 
development thes~ risks oreate unoertainty about the eoonomio viability of the 
projeot. In this study we present a tool to quantify the r\sks of geothermal 
development, the Geothermal Probabilistio Cost ~'ljel (GP04), and use the model 
to evaluate the eoonomios of a geothermal reservoir at Heber, California. 
The GPCM is a finanoial aooounting model that incorporates physioal a~d 
institutional unoertainties. (See Seotion II.) The primary output of the 
GP04 is the distribution of key finanoial parametera suoh aa profit, oapital 
requirements, and coat. These distributions oan be used to make a rational 
inveatment deoision inoorporating the investor's attitude toward risk. 
Two oharaoteristics of the GP()1 make it d1stinJt from other probabi-
l1sUo finanoial models. First, the GP\;M does nl')t merely solve for the mebn 
and varianoe of t".e distributions of finanoial variablesj it solves for the 
d1atributions tM ,·,..,lves. This is important because many deoision makers oare 
",bout more Ghdn m~"ely tt ~ first two moments of a db".ribution. Seoond, the 
GPCH oan model cases where different unoertain events 8.re not stochastioally 
independent; that is, the GP()1 does allow the outoome of an unoertain eve,lt to 
he infl.Jenced by the out,come of another unoertain e\'ent. Su h correlations 
between different events is often reality, b~t oannot be modeled in the 
standr"rd Monte-Carlo-type simulation model. 
A geotherw~l reservoir for a 45-MW binary-oyole electric plant at Heber, 
California was evaluated using the GPCM. (See Seotion I.) The basic result 
of the Heber Site Study is that under the assumptions and data used, th~ 
reservoir is an economically viable projeot that would allow the reservoir 
developer to recover all his oosts and barn • rate ~f ret~rn suitable for 
~rojeots of this nature. While the evaluation of the projeot 1s sensivive to 
ohanges 1n input assumptions, the basio eoonomio viability of the reservoir 
rtid not ohange under a broad range of oiroumstanoes. 
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SECTION I 
THE HEBER OEOTHERMAL RESERVOI~ SITE STUDY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The Geothermal Prohabilistio Cost Model (OPCM) evaluated the eoonomics 
of a geothermal reservoir at Heber, California, to provide geothermal fluid fo~ 
~ 45-~~ (net) binary-oyole ~leotrio generating plant. If such a oo~erci8l­
size binary faoility could be successfully built at Heber, it would mean that 
many medium temperature geothermal sites could produce eool.omioal eleotricity. 
The proposed Heber Geothermal Projeot oonsi·t~ 0f the reservoir, ~inary-oyole 
plant, and a demonstration period. The power plant and demonstration period 
would be a demonstration project to prove the binary technology,' but the 
reservoir would be developed as a for-profit oommeroial ventl'.re. 2 One oor.-
elusion of this study is that the reservoir portion of the Heber Oeothermal 
Projeot seems to be eoonomically viable, although the degree of profitability 
is sensitive to oertain key paramet~rs. 
The Heber site was chosen for study using the C.PCM model for tWl) 
reasons: (,) the desire to study a binary sitei and (2) extensive engineering 
evaluation has been done for the Heber Oeothermal Project and much of the work 
has been made public. Although the Jet Propulsion Labor~ ',ory (JPL) oontacted 
the ~~jor partiCipants in the Heber Projeot, this ~t'Jdy is b~sed primarily on 
pub.~cly available information. 
This 9tudy mo~~ls the reservoir at Heber, but not the power plant. 
'rhe difficulty wit.h the power Plant is that the relationship between costs 
and changes in physical parameters is not thoroughly understood. For the 
reservoir, the relationship between physical parameters suoh as well dept~, 
flow rate, resouroe temperature, and cost is understood.3 With sufficient 
additional engineering relationships, or by ignori~g physioal uncertatnties 
and considering only time uncertainties, the power phnt could be modeled by 
the GPCM. 
This study models a reservoir development at Heber with the same tech-
.1ical characteristics as the proposed reservoir development; however, the 
'The proposed partioipants in the funding of the generating plant a!"~ 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), San Diego Oas and Electrio Co. (Soo&E), 
Imperial Irrigation Distriot, Southern California Edison Co., California 
Depactment of Water Resources, Eleotric Power Research Institute, and 
others. The plant would be operatl,d by SDO&E. 
2The reservoir is a jOint venture of Chevron Resources Co., Union Ot1 Co., 
and New Albion Resouroes (a subsidiar'y of Soo&E). Ch",vron would develop and 
manage the reservoir. 
3See DiSCUssion of OPT F~nctions in Section II of this report. 
,- 1 
Motual reservoir to be developed oould have a 3lishtly different d&velopment 
path and possibly different oosta. The reasons for the differeno~ are that 
the initi.l d~ploratory aotivities with the Heber Reservoir were in searoh of 
oU, not 8~~thllr'llal heat. Therefore, it seemed unwise to model this period 
baaed on what haa ooourred as the intent was not to find a geothermal reser-
voir. Thus, we have modeled the early devel~pments on the Heber Reservoir 
ba.ed on ~ reasonaule pattern of development ·,r a eeothermal reservoir 
be,iMinl '~1980. Muoh of the' pertinfJnt data about the Heber RIS"ervoir, 
partioularly oost data, is proprietary and is r .... t avanable to JPL. To the 
extent that our seoondary sou~oe data differ from the true data. our predioted 
results for the reservoir may differ from the aotual results of the projeot. 
B. DATA DESCRIPTION 
The data desoription is divi~ed into five parts: finan01al variables, 
teohnioal desoription, oosts by stage of development, revenue, and probabi-
listio assumptions. Speoifio assumptions have been made and referenoes are 
Ii vent Unles,. otherwise stated, all dollar a.llounts sre in 1980 dollars. 
The desoription of the Referenoe Soensrio and other ct,esoribed inputs 
form wh&t is termG1 the Base Case Set of Assumptions. Th~ Base Case Se~ of 
Assumptions inoludes the Referenoe Soenario (whioh 1S supplied as input) and 
all other soenarios that are oreated by the model f"''lm p"rturbttions in the 
Reference Scenario's stage times or physioal parameter' values. Sensitivities 
to specifio parameters in the Base Case are made in a later seotion. 
1. Finano ial Variables 
(1) Energy Prioe: 17.5 mills/kWh. This is the prioe reoeived by the 
reservoir for eaoh kilowatt-hour of eleotrioity produoed gro!s. 
The prioe used is the prioe whioh Cassel (Referenoe 1) olaims is 
the oompetitive prioe for Heber. Based on 9 years required to 
develop the field before operation and the 10. esoalation rate 
assumed below, this WOUld grow to 41.3 millslkWh for the first 
year of operation. 
(2) Energy Prioe Esoalation: 10./yr. It ie assumed that the energy 
prioe will esoalate along with fuel oosts. Data Resouroes, Ino. 
(DRI) (Referenoe 2) foreoasta residual fuel wholesale prioe 
esoalation of 13.3. between 1980 and 1990 and 8.9. between 1990 
and 2000. The 10. rate seleoted is a oom~romise between these 
figuros. 
4If any of the finanoial parameters, oost aooounts, or probabilistio assump-
tions are ohanged by the user, a new set of assumptions, different from the 
Base Case Set, is oreated. Any such ne~ oase would asain inolude a Referenoe 
Soenario, and the model would generate other scenarios as perturbations of 
this Referenoe Soenario. For a disoussion of this aspeot of the model, see 
Section II-D. 
1-2 
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(3) General Inflation: 9J/yr. All prices other than ~le~tricity 
will be assumed ~o grow at this rate. It is based on the DRI 
(h~f~renoe 2) forecast of the wholesale prioe index growing at 
10.1J from 1980 to 1990 and 6.7~ from 1990 to 2000. 
(4) Discount Rate: 15J/yr. The rate used is the required after-tax 
rate of return on oapital invested in projects of this risk class. 
The figure was obtained from the Atlantic R\chfield Co. 
(5) Royalty Rate: 'IOJ on Gross Revenue. A common rata used for 
geothermal property. 
(6) Federal Tax Rate: 46J. Standard corporate tax rate. 
(1) State Tax Rat.e: 9J. Corporate tax for Cal1forni.a. 
(8) Local Tax Rate: lJ. Standard for California. 
(9) Investment Tax Credit (ITC): 10J. Geothermal would receiVe an 
additio~al credit of 15J for a total ITC of 25J. ~owever, this 
extra 15J is due to expire December 31, 1985, before the major 
capital expenditures for this site study would oocur (Reference 3). 
(10) Depletion Allowance: 15J. Although the present rate is 21J, it 
will decline to 15S by 1984, which is before s~he1uled operation of 
the plant. 
(11) Depreciation Method: Sum of years digits. This fo~m of 
accelerated depreciation is used • 
2. Technical Descrip~ion 
The pertinent t~0hnical details about the reservoir are in TablAs 1-1, 
1-2, and 1-3. 
3. Cost Accounts by Stage of Development 
The development of the geothermal reservoir is divided into four stages 
of development: (1) resource proving, (2) permit process, (3) developing the 
resource, and (4) op~~ating the reservoir. 5 In this section we describe the 
cost accounts in the .:)·tages for the Heber site study, and list the actual 
costs used in the Reference Scenario. 
a. Description of Costs in Stage I: Resouroe Proving. 
(1) Rent. This is the payment to the owners of the land. This 
payment is replaced by royalty payments when production 
5This is more thoroughly discussed in Section II. 
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Numher 
Dept.h 
l1iRmnt~r 
F 1 ~ por woll 
1'ot"l flow to plnnt 
We 11 1 tfot ime 
T,,~h , - 1. Produotion Wfllls" 
" in production, pIuf" ;' sp"res for total of n 
6 nt 1219.2 M (11000 rt) 
6 nt 1S?8.8 M (6000 ft) 
I nt ]048 M (10,nOO ft) 
~4.~ orn (q ~/8 tn. at bottom) 
Stnrt 1300 aPM 
Mn x imum '600 <1PM 
Stnr't. 3.:'6 M K~/h I\t 18:'°C 
(1.14 M Ih/h at 3600 ,) 
~nd 4.06 H Kg/h Rt 1100C 
(8.88 M Ih/h nt 3180 ,) 
121Q.? M (4000 ft' 
1828.8 M (6000 ft) 
~048 M (10,000 ft) 
Cost Per Wflll 1980$ 
61 1,000 
A05,O~O 
1,:'12,01)0 
nNumbtH', depth, dtamotor' , rl~s, nnd well lifetime l\re fr'Om Snn DlftRO 
GRl!! ,. Elt'1l' ~rio (MO Roft'tr't'tnoe 6) nnd oonversations with Chtwr'on. Well cost 
el!!tll"ntt'l:\ nrt'! fr'om L1W1sny Consult.nnt.s, modified by "PL. 
t'Thls (lost is nn ~st.imnte for n trouble-fret'! well, pumps not included. To 
t.his cost must bt' Rddt'ld n "dry hole/drilling problem" expense. 
T~hle 1-? Injection Wellsa 
Number 6 in use, plus 1 spare for tota 1 of 7 
Deptfl 
Diameter 
Well Li fet. tm~ 
3 at 1219.2 ~ (~OOO ft) 
3 at 1828.8 M \~oon f~) 
1 at 30~8 M (10,000 ft) 
27.3 em (10 3/~ tn. at bottom) 
15 years 
Cost Est Imateb Depth 
1219.2 M ~OOO ft) 
1828.8 M ~OOO ft) 
30~8 M (10,000 ft) 
.£2!!:. Pe r We 11 1980 $ 
693,000 
897,000 
1,317,000 
"Number, depth and d hmeter are from oonversations wi th Chevr"On. 
We 11 cost estimn tes are :'rom Li vel"ay Consultants, mod t fi ed by JPL.. 
bCast is an estimate fOi trouble-free well. To t.his cost mm"t bf'I 
added a "dry hole/drilling problem" expense. 
Table 1-3. Pownr Produotion and ConsumpUona 
F\rIo tion StArt End 
Gross P\~er Production (MW) 61.9 64.1 
Auxiliary Power Consumption (HW) 
Plant 1~.6 15.3 
Chevron Produotion Well Pumps 2.3 i.8 
Total Auxiliary Consumption 16.9 1 <; • 1 
Net Power Prod~otion (MW) ~?o ~5.0 
Capao it y Fao tor 70J 70J 
aSan Diego Gas & Electri~ (see Referenoe 6). 
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stbrt~ in Stage IV. 
Souroe: Estimate from SDQ&E 
(2) Exploration Permits. Cost of seouring permits for surfaoe 
exploration and exploratory drilling. 
Sour"oe: Estimate from SOG&E 
(3) Explol'ation and Well Logging. Expenses of surfaoe 
exploration, drilling exploratory wells and well logging. 
Souroe: Grieder (see Referenoe 5) 
(~) G&A. Goneral and administrative expenses, including project 
management. 
Souroe: Estbnr\te from SOQ&E 
(5) Contingenoy. Additional allowance of lOS of all the above 
St.age I expenses for oontingenoy. 
(6) Lease Acquisition Cost. Payment to land owners to obtain 
lease. 
Souroe: Estimate from SDG&E 
('j) Surface Oooupanoy. Purohase of 5 acres for surfaoe 
installation facilities such as pad for well~, pipes, roads, 
ana required struct':.·es. 
Souroe: Estimate from SDG&E 
b. ne~cription of Costs in Stage II: Permit Proces~ 
(1) Rent. See description in Stage I. 
(2) G&A. See desoription in Stage I. 
(3) Regional Environmental Assessment. Preparation of required 
document on environment.al assessment befol'"e obtai!'ling permit 
to develop the reservoir. 
Source: Estimate from SDQ&E 
(~) Contingency. lOS of all the above. 
c. Description of Costs in Stage III: Developing th~.Resource. 
(1) Rent. See description in Stage I. 
(2) Development Well Cost. This is 
produotion and injeotion wells. 
in 75S intangible drilling costs 
Source: Livesay Consultants 
the expense of' drilling a 11 
This expense is divided into 
and 25S capitalized expense. 
(3) Dry HolA and Drilling Problem. The development well oosts 
are for trouble-fr'ee wells. To acoount for expected trouble 
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during drll t ing, 20S of the development well oost 1.s adtied. 
This expense is divided into 75S intangible drilling oosts and 
25S oapitalized expense. 
Souroe: Livesay Consultants 
(4) Surface Installation. This is the expense of all facilities 
other than the wells. It also inoludes down-hole pumps. This 
expense is divided into 50S intangible drilling oosts Bnd 50S 
capitalized expense. 
Source: Holt/Prooon (see Reference 7) 
(5) G&A. As discussed in Stage I. 
(b) Contingency. lOS of surface installation, leasing, and ~&A. 
d. Desoription of Costs in Stage IV: Operating the Reservoir. 
(1) Redrilling of Wells. Depending on the lifetime assumption, 
all wells will be redrilled. This expense will be mad~ in the 
last year of the lifetime of the well. The expense will be 
divided into 75S intangibl~ drilling oosts and 25S capitalized 
expense. 
(2) Dry Hole and Drilling Problem. Same as described in Stage II!. 
(3) Operation and Maintenance (O&M). This is the expense of G&A, 
well maintenance, surface maintenance, down-hole surveys, and 
miscellaneous supplies. 
Source: Holt/Procon (see Reference 7) 
(4) Electricity Expense for Pumping. This is the cost of 
electricity to drive the down-hole pumps on the production 
wells. The power required increases from Bn initial 2.3 MW 
to an eventual 3.8 MW. We assume that power consumption 
increases linearly. The price of the eleotricity is based 
on the assumption that the reser:oir buys electricity from 
the Plant at cost, and 4~S of the cost of electricity is 
geothermal heat. Thus, the price paid for electricity is 
(1/.~8) X (ht9at mill rate/kWh). 
Source: SDG&E (see Reference b) 
(5) Contingency. lOJ of O&M expense. 
e. ~t~~~cd in the Reference Scenario. The costs used in the 
Reference Scenario for the Heber Site Study are in Tables 1-4, 1-5, 1-6 and 
1-1. 
The set of distributions for the four uncertain variables generates 
(3) x (2) x (1) x (3) x (3) = 54 scenarios. 
These scenari~~ and their associated probabilities are shown in Tables 1-8 and 
1-9. 
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Table 1-4. Cost Accounts: Stage I in 1980 Doltarq (Thouqa~ds) 
StaSie I 
Exploration G&A: Project Lease Acquisition Sur~ac~ 0ecuo~~cv: 
Rent $751 Exploration and Well Management Cost: $325/~c"'~ ~ ~c~s ~t:. 
Interval acre/yr Permits Logging $ 100 , OOO/yr Contingency per 1000 acres $12,OOO/ac~ 
1 68.75 0 240.0 91.61 19.0 321';.0 60.0 
2 68.75 25.0 240.0 91.61 43.0 0 0 
3 68.75 0 800.0 91.61 96.0 0 0 
4 68.75 0 800.0 91.61 96.0 0 0 
5 68.15 0 800.0 91.61 96.0 0 0 
6 68.15 0 800.0 91.67 96.0 0 0 
Accounting 
Lifetime, yr 1 
Cost 
Escalation, S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
-I Q) 
Table 1-5. Cost Accounts: Stage II in 1980 Doll~rs (Thousands) 
Stage II 
Regional 
Environ'!lental 
Interval Lease G&A Assessment') Contingency 
75.0 100.0 200.0 38.0 
Accounting 
Lifetime, yr 
Cost 
Escahtion, S 9 9 9 9 
-I 
\D 
Interval 
1 
2 
3 
'eeount!ng 
Llreti_. yr 
nevelo.-att 
Well Coat: 51 
of Total me 
391l8.75 
39118.75 
391l8.75 
Coat 
Escalation. I 9 
Table 1-6. Cost Accounts: Stage III 1n 1980 Dollars (Thousands) 
Dry Hole 
and Drill1ng 
Probl.a: 
me Portion 
789.5 
789.5 
789.5 
9 
IDe Portion 
of Surface 
Installation 
1566.7 
1566.7 
1566.1 
9 
Leaa1n8-
$75.0001 
yr 
62.5 
62.5 
62.5 
9 
Stage III 
Dry Hole 
Oe"el~t and ~tlltng Su~'a~ 
Well Cost Proble.s: I~stallat1on 
Gl' Cont1ng~ney 251 r~o1ta11zed 501 
.'00.000/~ 101 capitalized Portion capitali~ 
83.33 
83.33 
83.33 
9 
111.0 
111.0 
171.0 
9 
1316.25 
1316.25 
1316.25 
10 
9 
263.25 
263.25 
263.25 
10 
9 
1566.1 
1566.1 
1566.1 
10 
q 
Contt"l~e" 
(101 0" g,p"f',,~ 
'!nst'lHat;1..,.,) 
151'.0 
151.1) 
151.0 
10 
q 
!!'rl~;' 
Table 1-7. Cost Accounts: Stap IV in 1980 Dollars (Thousands) 
stye IV 
Dry Bole 
bpeftse 
Redri 11 ing DuritIS Operations Re1 .. tllt"1~ !)oov ~l'! E~'1e 
Prova: Redr 1111n8 : and Electricity ProVU: Du .. tn~ q'!1~tll~"1~ 
me Portion IDe, Portion "Iaintenance Continsency Expense Catllt.Hze1 Catltt.ltze1 PO"~'~"1, 
InteN':! 75. 75. tncludly GU lOJ of DIM Well ~1!!5 Po .. t 101'lI 251 251 
1 0 0 2093.0 209.0 5111.0 0 ') 
2 0 0 2093.0 209.0 526.0 oJ I) 
3 0 0 2093.0 209.0 537.0 0 :) 
/I 0 0 2093.0 209.0 549.0 0 I) 
5 0 0 2093.0 209.0 560.0 :) ') 
6 0 0 2093.0 209.0 572.0 0 ') 
7 0 0 2093.0 209.0 584.0 0 ') 
8 0 0 2093.0 209.0 595.0 0 I) 
9 0 0 2093.0 209.0 607.0 0 : 
10 0 0 2093.0 209.0 6'8.0 0 ') 
11 0 0 2093.0 209.0 630.0 0 '; 
12 0 0 2093.0 209.0 641.0 0 " J 
-
13 0 0 2093.0 209.0 653.0 Q ') 
I 111 0 0 2093.0 209.0 665.0 0 I) 
-0 15 ~2450.0 21190.0 2093.0 209.0 616.0 4'50.0 ~3').1) 
16 0 0 2093.0 209.0 688.0 0 0 
17 0 0 2093.0 209.0 699.0 0 I) 
18 0 0 2093.0 209.0 111 .0 ') ':) 
19 0 0 2093.0 209.0 722.'J 0 ~ .J 
20 0 0 2093.0 209.0 734.0 0 " J 
21 0 0 2093,1) 209.0 745.0 0 :; 
22 0 0 2093.0 209.0 757.0 0 ~ , 
23 0 0 2093.0 209.0 769.0 0 Q 
211 0 0 2093.0 209.0 780.0 0 ') 
25 0 0 2093.0 209.0 792.0 0 0 
26 0 0 2093.0 209.0 803.0 0 s 
27 0 0 2QQ3.0 209.0 815.1) 0 :' 
28 0 0 2093.0 209.0 826.0 0 G 
29 0 0 2093.0 209.0 838.1) /) .., J 
30 0 0 2093.0 209.0 850.0 0 0 
lccount1n8 
L1t'et 1JIe, 'IT' '0 '') 
Cost 
Escalation, • 9 9 9 9 '':l '1 ? 
Table 1-8. Density Functions or Uncertain Input Vart.abtesa 
Variable Possible Values Associated Probability 
Stage 1 3 yr 0.2 
5.5 yrb 0.6 
8 yr 0.2 
Stage 2 1 yrb 0.8 
1.5 yr 0.2 
Stage 3 2.5 yrb 1.0 
Stage 
" 
20 yr 0.2 
30 y,.b 0.7 
35 yr 0.1 
Well Flow Rate, OPM 035 0.2 
1380b 0.6 
1725 0.2 
aBased on information provided by Chevron. 
bThis value is used in the Rererence Scenario. 
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4. Revenue 
Revenue to the re.ervoir will be b~sed on the sroas outPI'r. of the 
generating plant during Stage IV. We assume that the effeotivft op4rating 
oapaoity of the plsnt will be 70J. Thus, for t,he rirst yeer of operation the 
plant wilt produoe: 
(0.70)(8760)(61.9 MW) • 3.80 x 108 kWh 
The revenue during the first year ~ill be this energy _ lt1pl1ed by the 
en~r8Y prioe. The energy pr'toe will esoalate as desoribed in Subsection B, 
paragraph 1. The energy output will grow llnearly as the gross power output 
expands to 64.1 MW at the end of 30 years. 
Thlre is nn other souroe of revenue for the reservoir other than 
the sale of heat for eleotrioity pro\!uotlon during Stage IV. We a~.)ume a 
zero sor!p value; th1s is based on the assumption that the resale value of 
the lan/j and faoU1tles at the end of Stage IV, would be offset by the 
expense of r'astor1ng the land for the alternative uses 1n agr1oulture. 
5. Probabilistio Assumptions 
Unoertain var1ables are entered in the apCH as probabil1ty ~lstr1bu­
butions rather than point estimates. In the Heber slte study there are four 
unoertain variables: length of Stages I, II, and IV, and well flow rate. The 
density funotions f~r th~ Base Case Set of Assumpt10ns are shown tn Table 1-8. 
The Base Case Set soenarios and their associated probabilities are shown 1n 
Tables 1-9 and 1-10. 
The probability for an entire soenario is the produot of th~ 
probabilities of the outoomes for eaoh of the unoertain events. For example, 
U3ing Table 1-10 the probabil1ty ot' Soenario 1 is: 
~0.2) x (0.8) x (1.0) x (0.2) x (0.2) : 0.0064. 
(This is shown in Table 1-11.) 
In the Base Case, unoertain events are not oonditional upon the out-
oomes of other uncertain events; however, the apCM does have thft power to 
have unoertain events conditional upon the outcome of other events. This 
oapability is used in a sensitivity analysis 1n Subseotion 0-2. 
C. RESULTS OF THE BASE CASE ft~ OF ASSUMPTIONS 
This seotion presents the results of operating the arCH with the Base 
Case Set inputs as desoribed in Subseot10n B. 
1. Profit in the, Je Case Set 
The preserlt value of profit in the Base Case Set has an expeoted value 
of $5.78 million; however, the Referenoe Soenario value is $7.64 million. It. 
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Table 1.10. Probabilitl.a in Ba •• ea •• Set Scenarios 
SCBMARIO Stale 1 Stale 2 Sta.e 3 Sta,e ~ ,tm. Rate 
--
._-
& O.,IOO.)OJ U.,I)OI)IIO 1 • OO!JO~O 0.100000 0.lOOO01 
I O.lI)OI)JJ l) .600 JOl) & .000000 J.lOOOOO 1).t.0')00') 
J 0.,11)01)00 0 •• 001)01) &.OOI)OOJ 0.100000 O.,IOOUO) 
-
O.,IOOOOJ 0.1(1)000 &.OOO~OO 0.700000 O.lOOOOJ 
!» O.,IO~OlJ 0 •• 00000 &.01)1'/000 0.700000 0 •• 00000 
0 U.lOOOUJ .) •• .,000" & .0(1)000 0.70,)000 .).100000 
r .).100003 0 •• 00000 l.OI)OOOO 0.&00000 O.lOOOOJ 
I 0.100000 0.100000 1.000000 ., .100000 0.(0)001' 
9 O.,IOOO.J,) 0 •• "o000 &.000000 0.100000 O.lOOOOJ 
&0 O.lOOUl) 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 0.100000 
U 0.100000 U.2oo000 1.,)00000 0.100000 0.6(0001) 
II u • .lOOOOO 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 O.20000lJ 
U 11.200000 0.200000 &.000000 0.700000 0.200001) 
&It 0.10000,) O.looOOO &.OOO()OO 0.700000 0.(0001)() 
&~ O.IOOOOJ O.lOOOOO 1.0000(10 0.700000 0.100000 
1. 0.100000 O.lOOOOO 1.000000 0.101101)0 0.100000 
U 1).,10000" 0.100000 &.000000 0.100000 0.000000 
lei O.lOOOO',) 0.200001) 1.000000 0.100000 O.lCIOOOO 
1 .. U.6000«)0 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 0.100000 
.10 0 •• 00000 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 0.600(01) 
11 0."000(1) 0.1 0000 1.000000 0.100000 0.100000 
II 0.600000 O. 'OO~)I)O 1.000000 0.700000 0.100000 
lJ 0 •• 00000 0 •• 000 .. \ 1.000000 0.700000 0.600000 
H 0.600(01) 0 •• 00000 1.000000 0.700000 0.200000 
It 0.600.wO 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 0.100000 
l. 0.600000 0.'00000 1.001)000 0.100000 0.600000 
zr 0.60000.' 0.'00000 1.000000 0.100000 0.20001)') 
l' 0.600000 0.100000 1.000000 0.100000 .).10000,) 
I" 0.600000 O.lOOOOO &.000000 0.200000 0.600000 )0 O.t·OOOOO 0.100000 &.000000 Ci.200000 0.200000 
Jl O""'OOOu 0.200000 &.000000 0.700000 0.200000 )l 0.600000 0.100000 1.000000 0.70001)0 0.600000 
U 0.600000 0.200000 &. ,)00000 0.700000 0.200000 
14 0.60000.J 1).200000 1.0011000 0.100000 0.200000 
U 0.600000 0.200000 &.000000 0.&00000 0.600000 
J6 0.60000" 0.200000 1 •. :;aooo 0.&00000 0.200000 
Jr O.20000\) 0.100000 &.000000 O.lOOOOO 0.200000,) 
II 0.200000 0.1100000 1.000000 0.200000 0.600000 
J9 O.ZOOOOIl 0.100000 &.000000 O.lOOOOO O.lOOOO) 
40 0.200000 0 •• 00000 &.01)0000 0.700000 0.100001) 
41 0.200000 0.800000 &.000000 0.'00000 0.60000) 
41 0.20000J 0.800·)00 &.000000 0.700000 0.200000 
U 11.200000 0.,0(;000 1.000000 0.1000a~ 0.100000 
4_ 0.100000 u.'OOOOO 1.000000 0.10000" 0.(0000) 
4~ ,).lOOOO\) 0.'00,)00 &.000000 0.100000 1).200001) 
46 0.20000) 0.200000 1.000000 0.100000 0.100000 
41 0.200000 0.200000 1.0(1)000 0.200000 ").600"01) 
41 Q.lQOOOI) 0.100000 1.000000 0.200000 0.20000u 
It .. 11.20000,) 0.200000 1.000000 O. '00000 0.200000 
to O.IOOOO\) O.lOOOOO &.000000 0.100000 0.600000 
tl 0.11)000,) 0.200000 1.00,)000 0.,700000 0.10000:) 
II O.lOOOOJ 0.200000 1.000000 ".100000 0.20000) 
tJ l).lOOO~\) J.200000 1.001)000 0.100000 0 •• 0000\) 
.. ".lOOOOI) O.lOOOOO 1.000000 0.100000 0.10')000 
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muat be re •• bered that the lIOdel u .. a a revenue··requlr.enta .. thod of OOIIPU-
tation (Refarenoe 8). Therefore, profit la the re.1due froll r.v.nuea art.r 
subatraotlna aU coata lnoludlna tax .. and a 15' capital pa, ... t. 
The proflt for all ao.nariOi ~a ahown ln Tabl. 1-11. The ou.ulatlv. 
d18trlbutlon proflt tunotlon la ahown ln Plpr. 1-1. 
2. Coat ln the Ba .. Caae Set 
The ooata of produolna h.at ln the Baa. C .. e Set are ahown on Table 1-12. 
Por .aoh aoenarl0 the ooat ahown 18 the ooat ln a real leveUsed atr ... b •• ln-
nlns ln the flrat y.ar of the operatlon, Sta.e IV, and oontlnulna to the end 
of the operatlon.6 The atream la real levellzed and vl11 rl.e vlth the rate 
of ener., lnflat1on. Thua, for the Ref.reno. ~oen"'10, the ooat la 36.97 
milla/kWh beslMlnc 9 yeara arter the atart of .xpl.oraUon ln 1980. 'l;'hla ooat 
vill be 40.61 IIUla/kWh, or 10' hl,her, the followlll1 Y."" In the nlntt. y .... 
art.r exploratlon, the ener., prloe vl11 have rla.n from 11.5 IDilla/kWh to 
41.26 IIUle/kWh. COIDp ... lll1 the flrat ye ... real 1.veUzed C'oet, 36.91 .Ule/kWh, 
to the flrat year prlce, 41.26 milla/kWh, we aee there la . proflt baa.d on 
1.veUzed ooata of 3.10 IIUle on eaoh kWh aold. There vUl alao be poaltive 
proflt. ln eaoh of the rellalnl"1 yeara of operatlon aa both the prl0. and the 
real levellzed ooat atr ... rlae at 10'. 
Comparlaona of ooat b.tv •• n dlfferent aoenarlO8 vlth dlff.r.nt tl ... 
before operation oan be IIlal.adlna. Por .xampl., the flrat ye ... real level-
lzed ooat for Soenarl0 10 la 33.35 milla/kWh. Becaua. thla ooat la l.aa than 
the flrst year r .. l leve11zed ooat of the R.f.r.no. So.narl0, one 18 teapted 
to oonolude that Soenarl0 10 18 IIOr. profltable than the Refer.noe Soenarl0. 
Hovever, the r .. l levellzed atr ... for So.narl0 10 would atart only 1 ,.ara 
att.r exploraUon, rather than 9, and the en.r., prloe would be only 34.10 
IIl11a/kWh. The aotual proflt for So.narl0 10 la .1.41 ml111on, whlch would 
lIake lt l .. a profltable than the R.ferenoe So.narl0, even thouah lta flrat 
year leveUsed ooat 18 lover. 
When flrat y.ar lev.llsed coata are d.flated to 1980 doll.,.., the oOlt 
oan b. oOllpared to the .ner., prlce of 11.5 mUle/kWh to d.terll1n. whether a 
a.nario la profltable. Hov.ver, oOllperlna the LlC ln 1980 dollua for 
aoen.,.l01 vith dlff.rent till before the atart of operations oan .~tUl b. 
mialeadlna. POI' exuple, oomperlna the LlC in 1980 doll ... a for aoanarlca 26 
and 51, lt lI18ht be oonoluded that So.narl0 ~11 la IIOre profltabl. b.oauae it 
haa a 10ller ooat; hovev.r, Tabl. 1-11 ahova that Scenarl0 26 1a .,re profit-
abl.. Th18 18 tr~ beaaua. the proflt 1n So.nar10 51 _at b. dlaoounted baok 
1101'. perloda than Soenario 26 .. it ia 12 , .. ra before Staa. IV 1n Scenario 
51, and only 9 y.a,.. ln So.nario 26. 
3. BaH cu. S.t in 1990 
¥hU. the projeot hea been v1 •• d f ... the :r .. r 1980, it 1a al"~ uurul 
to ... lI1ne the projeot in t .... of a dirt.rent ,.ar to a .. the _pat ~ of 
'Por a dlaouuion of real lw.Used ooat a •• a.f ... o. 8. 
1.1' 
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Figure 1-1. CIUDulative Diotr1bution Functi.on of Fr'ofi.t i.n the Base Caqe Set 
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Table 1-12. Base case Set Levelized Cost for First Year of Operation 
Years to Years to 
Scenario Operation LEdl LEe, 1980. Scenario Operation I.E.' LEe, 1980t 
1 6.5 31.80 17.12 28 9.5 42.~2 17.23 
2 6.5 30.33 16.32 29 9.5 40.72 16.46 
3 6.5 29.45 15.85 30 9.5 39.57 16.00 
4 6.5 30.19 16.25 31 9.5 40.38 16.33 
5 6.5 28.95 15.58 32 9.5 38.77 15.68 
6 5.5 28.20 15.18 33 9.5 37.80 15.29 
7 6.5 29.72 16.00 34 9.5 39. 7~ 16.07 
8 6.5 28.55 15.37 35 9.5 38 .~~1 15.45 
9 6.5 27.65 14.99 36 9.5 37.30 15.08 
10 7 33.35 17. " 37 11.5 51.97 17 .37 
11 7 31.81 16.32 38 11.5 49.70 16.51 
12 7 30.89 15.85 39 " .5 48.34 16.1'; 
13 1 31.65 16.24 40 11.5 49.14 16.42 
14 .. 30.35 15.58 41 11.5 47.23 15.7a I 
15 1 29.58 15.18 42 11.5 46.08 15. DJ 
16 7 31.16 1~.99 43 
" .5 48.33 16.15 11 7 29.9~ 15.36 44 11.5 46.52 15.55 
18 1 29.20 14.98 45 11.5 45.44 15.18 
19 9 40.63 17.23 46 12 54.43 17.33 
20 9 38.81 16.46 41 ~2 52.17 16.62 
21 9 37.11 15.99 48 12 50.75 16.)1 
22 9 38.50 16.33 49 12 51.55 16.43 
23 9 36.96 15.67 50 12 49.56 15.7Q 
24 9 36.03 15.28 51 12 48.36 i5."1 
25 9 31.88 16.01 52 12 50.70 16.15 
26 9 36.43 15.45 53 12 48.81 15.55 
27 9 35.55 15.08 54 12 47.68 15.19 
aLEe is real level1zed energy cost starting the year or 
operation in Stage IV, expressed in sills/kWh. 
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Table 1-13. Rererenoe Scenar10 1n 1990 Dollars 
Energy Price 45.39 mill~/kWh 
Real Level1zed Energy Cost 
Annual Operating Exp~nses (1990$K) 
O&M 
Eleotrioity Expense ror Pumping 
Contingenoy 
Cost or Wellsa (1990$K) 
1828.8 M (6000 rt) Produotion 
1828.8 M (6000 rt) Injeotion 
aNo wells are drilled in 1990. 
40.61 mills/kWh 
4955 
1245 
495 
1445 
1640 
Table 1-14. Present Value or Prorits in 1980 ror the Base Case Set 
Expressed in 1990 Dollars (Million~) 
Expeoted Profit 
Standard Deviation 
Minimum Pron t 
Maximum Profit 
Referenoe Soenario 
1-20 
13.68 
5.92 
.86 
29.79 
18.07 
Table :-15. Sensitivity Results to Base case Set at ~e~r 
Present Value Pr0fit ~n 1980 Dollars (~illions) Refere~~e Scen~ri0 LE~ 
Expected Stan1ar1 Referer.ce 
Value Deviation Minimum Maximum Scenario Nomi.nal 1980$ 
Base Case 5.78 2.50 1J.36 12.58 7.6~ 36.37 15.68 
Energy 15 1.3~ 2.16 - 2.30 7.06 3.J2 33.67 14.28 
Price 20 10.16 2.B4 "1.59 18.11 12.?5 ~O.24 17.07 
(mills/lctihj 30 27.30 ~.71) lc.50 40.20 30. ;'0 53. 44 22.~6 
Discount 161 3.48 2.02 - o.a~ 9.26 5.06 37.\.'·5 16.05 
Rate 201 - 1.30 1.03 - 3.44 '.68 - 0.52 41.95 17.79 
Capacity 651 3.27 2.30 - 1.42 9.53 5.09 38.17 16.19 
I Factor 601 0.91 2.12 - 3.25 6.48 2.5~ 39.58 16.78 N 
Investment 
Tax Credit 251 7.06 2.43 1.53 13.78 8.82 36.31 '5.~0 
Energy 111 12.21 3.44 5.12 20.42 14.55 37 .42 14.63 
Escalation 91 0.61 1.84 - 3.55 6.25 2.04 36.73 16.9' 
General 101 2.26 2.25 - 2.86 8.96 4.02 39.00 16.54 
Inflation 81 8.77 2.68 3.13 15.60 10.67 35.24 14.95 
Well Life 10 j r 2.50 2.65 - 2.50 9.67 4.62 38.67 16.40 
30 yr 8.63 2.40 3.00 15.16 10.37 35.42 15.02 
Correlated 
Events 5.B~ 2.46 .36 12.58 7.6~ 36.97 15.68 
aLEC is real levelized energy cost starting the fir3~ year of operation in Stage IV, 
expressed in mills/kWh. 
for most soenarios. The ohange in ITe had the greatest impact on soenario~ 
with the greatest oapital !.nvestment, namely, those with low now rllte~ and 
high investment in well~. 
The inorease in ITC would have had a greater effeot i r 8 lower' 
peroentage of drilling and surfaoe installation expenses had been indlreot 
drilling oosts (IDC). In the Base Case, 15J of drilling and 50J of sudAce 
installation oosts were IDC. With ITC at 25J rather than 10J, one might 
cjnsider oapitalizing a greater proportion. 
5. Sensitivity to Energy Eso&lation Rates 
Profit is very sensitive to the energy esoal~tion rate, the rate 
at whioh the prioe of the heat increases. A 1J increa~e in the energy 
esoalation rate, from 10 to 11J, ·noreases expeoted profit by about $6.4 
million. Beoause these projeots are long, a total of 39 years for the 
Referenoe Soenario, the addition of a 1J esoalation inoreAse i~ very 
signifioant. 
h. Sensitivity to General Inflation Rate 
Profit was slightly less sensitive to ohanges in general inflation than 
to ohanges in energy esoalation. A 1J rate of inorease in general inflation 
from 9 to 10J reduoed expeoted profits by about *3.5 million. 
The high sensitivlty of profits to energy inflation rate and the general 
inflation rate indioates the use of caution when choosing their 
values. 
7. Sensitivity to Well L.ife 
The Base Case Set assumed well life was 15 years. T~at meant the wells 
would all be replaoed onoe in a 30-year operattng life. If well life were 
only 10 years, wells would have to be replaced t\~ioe, and if well Ufe were 30 
years, no replaoement would be required. 
As the results show, profit is sensitive to well life. It is espeoially 
sensitive for soenapios where there is a low flow rate and more wells are 
needed. 
8. Sensitivity to Correlated Events 
In this study we exploit a property of the GPCM not used in the 
Base case Set: the ability to model the res~rvoir where the distribution 
of an unoertain variable depends upon the vl41ue taken by another unoertain 
varieble. We will assume that the distr1b~tion of the flow rate depends upon 
the length of time required in exploration, Stage I. The distribution used 1s 
defined in Table 1-16. 
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Table 1.16. Flow Rate Correlated to Stage Ia 
Outcome of Stage I, yr 
3 
5.5 
8.0 
aJPL Estimates 
Possible Value, GPM 
1035 
1380 
1725 
1035 
1380 
1725 
1035 
1380 
1725 
Associated Probau~lity 
0.1 
0.1 
0.8 
0.15 
0.35 
0.50 
0.2 
0.6 
0.2 
The cumulative distribution of pr'''lfit in this case is shown in 
Figure 1.2. Comparison of Figures 1-1 a.ld 1-2 shows that the distri.bution of 
profit in the base case is probabilistically dominated by the distribution of 
profit in the correlated event case. 7 With no assumptions about the utility 
function of an investor other than that more profit is preferred to less, we 
can conclude that an investor would prefer to invest in a geothermal project 
with the characteristics of the correlated events case, rather than a projec~ 
with the base case characteristics. 
The correlated event:1 case cannot be handled by the standard 
Monte-Carlo-type m'Jdsl. 'lnd the ability to handle such correlated input 
data is a prominent feature of the GPCM. 
7ProbabUistic dominance is also known as stochastio domi.nanoe. For a 
discussion of probabilistio dominance see Referenoe 9. 
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SECTION II 
THE GEOTHERMAL PROBABILISTIC COST MODEL 
A. INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL AND THE REFERENCE SCENARIO 
The development of a geothermal energy resource presents a potential 
investor with a number of uncertainties, bot~ in the ~eothermal rp~ollrce ~n~ 
in the development process itself. These elements of uncertainty can bp 
incorporated into cost estimates prr)perly if probabilistic cost ~o~p.l~ are 
used. This chapter provides the reader with a description of one such modp.l 
that has been developed at the Jet Propul~ion Laboratory. The model cal~ll­
lates the probability distribution for the cost of a project, as wpll as for 
other financial factors such as profit and required capit~l. It ~as lon~ bep~ 
a tradition to provide a single point estimate for these factors, but it is 
our conViction that at best such estimates are expected cost~ and more often 
tend to be on the low ~lide. Expected cost alone provides a limited amount of 
information. Usually, the expected cost for a new technolo~y is ~i~~p.r than 
the current conventional energy cost. Thus, based on the criteria of expected 
cost alone, such a new technology would not appear economicalv attractive. 
However, the variance of the cost estimate may be large enough to indicate 
that there may be a significant probability that the new technolo~v is 
competitive. This is illustrated 1n Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1. Expected Cost of a New Technolo~y 
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1. R8ferenoe Soenario 
Many projeots or prooe~ses oan be oonsidered as ooourring in stages, 
with the oost of the aotivities for the projeot being dependent upon the 
duration of the stage in whioh they ooour. In projeots of this type with long 
time-horizons, it is often the oase that the duration of at least some of the 
stages (and henoe the cost cf the activities in those stages) will be unoer-
tain. Thus, final oost and profit will be sensitive to the length ~f tim~ 
required to oomplete each of those stages. In addition to the stage dura-
tions, other variables that have an effect on cost, such as ph/sio~l 
parameters, may also be uncertain. 
The model described in this report deals with these unoertainties by 
considering individually all permutations of times (for the sta~~ durations) 
and value! (for the uncertain physical variables). From each such permutatirn 
of times and values, a 'soenario' is constructed and then analyzed. It would 
be quite oostly to have an architectural/engineering firm aotually caloulate 
the CO!ts assooiated with all possible combinations of these variebleD (e.g., 
well flow rates, reservoir depth, fluid temperatur'e, and permitting and con-
struction times) for a given site. To avoid the enormous information costs of 
generating these oost aooounts for each such combination, the model make~ use 
of a Reference Soenario. A Referenoe Scenario is defined as the most likely 
developmental pattern. Cost-accounts are input into the program for only thi, 
Reference Soenario. For all other soenarios, only thpir stage times, physical 
parameter values, and the as~ooiated probabttlt1e~ are input: their cost 
acoounts are derived within t.e program by modifying the appropriate Referenoe 
Soenario cost acoounts for any differences in the length of the stages or for 
any differences in the values of the physical parameters. Thus, as described 
in Section II-D, the Refer·ence Scenario is really a baseline case from which 
all other scenarios are derived. As a result, the lengthy and difficult task 
of providing detailed cost accounts for the site undor study has to be 
p1!trformed only once (for the Referenoe Scenario). 
The Reference Scenario also serves as a standard form for presenting 
data for the model. It is important to ~ote that the mathematical model 
developed is flexible enough to handle as many stages and cost aocounts as 
the user desires. The Reference Sc~nari 0 framework de~cri bed in Subsectiol , B 
provides a suggested framework for aggregating the accou~ts in the model a~d 
for organizing the data collection. 
The user of this model should realize that the amount of data required, 
and therefore the computer cost, will vary with the number of stages identi-
fied, as oan be seen from the sample deoision tree in Figure 2-2. For example, 
if there were eight stag~s with two alternatives in eaoh stage, there would be 
256 (26) soenarios. If, additionally, there were two phY~ioal variables 
with two PO,3ible outcomes each, the total number of scenarios would be only 
28 x 22 = 2 0. Therefore, the user should always try to delineate the 
essential stages. 
The next section descriDes the Reference Scenario framewot'k for the 
model. Subsection C provHes the rationale for treating specif1c fJ1ctors a, 
random variables. These are presented before the formal model (Subsection D) 
to provide the reader with background i"formation that should be useful for 
understanding the model. 
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Figure 2-2. Co~)letion Time of each Stage and the Conditional Probability 
ot its Occurrence: Project of Two Stages and One Resource Characteristic 
B. P'VERENCE SCENARIO FOR A OEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR 
As desoribed in the preoedill8 seotion, a probabillstio oost lIodel 
has been deve loped to analyze the deve 10pIDMt of a poti.':'l"'lIal resouroe. 
Although the model oan be epplied to the development of the reservoir for 
the produotion of steam as well as to the construction or b power plant for 
the generation of eleotrioity, this section desoribes only the development 
of the re~ervoir.8 The model examines the time-dependent activities, as 
well as the time-independent activities, that must be oompleted before the 
developer or the geothermal reservoir can provide steam to the owner of a 
power plant on an ongoing basis. About 60' of the oost of electrioity from 
a geothermal facility is attributable to the productiml of steam (Figure 2-3>. 
About 10' is due to annual expenses related to the power ~lant, and the remain-
ing 30, is allocated to the initial pow~r plant investm~nt. The oost of 
geothermal steam is about equally dependent on the cost of fi~ld development 
(45'> and the cost of operating the field (45'>. The remainder of the cost 1s 
due to field exploration.9 
The Reference Scenario for the deve lopment of a geothermal reservoir' 
is structured around the essential prooesses or stages of development. Only 
the stages that are important from the standpoint of cost or time will be 
explicitly inoorporated in the Reference Scenario. Minor stAges have been 
aggregated to form these gene1'io stages. 
Each geothermal area has different geologic oharacteristics and 
oonstruction requirements and perhaps even different permitting procedures 
depending on the state in whioh it is located and whether it is on private, 
state, or federal property. Therefore, data collected from the experience at 
one site might not be relevant to another. The applioation of the oost model 
will require the definition of a Reference Scenario at eaoh site. The 
spec iric data (cost, time, conditional probabilities, and technology> is 
site-dependent. 
The developer i~ responsible for the exploration of the geothermal 
resource and the definition of its capacity and characteristics. His 
responsibilities abl' include the subsequent drilling of the production 
and reinjeotion wells, and the construotion and operation of the tra1S-
mission system that brings the geothermal resource to the "front doo~" of 
the utility's power plant. In essenoe, the developer's activities can be 
viewed as occurring in four ~tages. The next four subsections will elabo-
rate on these stages. 
8The model may be applied to any investment project with uncertainty, as long 
as the user oan provid" all the required oost data and engineering 
relationships. 
9The percentages differ for individual sites. The objective here is to give 
the reader a reference point for evaluating the importance of various cost 
a: ounts. 
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Figure 2-3. Approximate Distribution or the Cost or Electric ity Gener.ted 
rrom a Geothermal Source (rrom Rererence 10) 
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1. Stages of Geothermal Reservoir Development 
a. Stage I: Proving the Resouroe. The objeotive of Stage I is to 
find a geologio anomaly that allows for the extraotion of the Earth's intern~l 
heat at a oost oompetitive with other eleotrioal generation teohnolo~ies. 
Establ hhing the temperature of the r~:\ :Jurce, as well as the exhtenoe or 
water to t~ansfer heat from the deep 19neous heat souroe to a geother~\ 
reservoir shallow enough to be tapped by drill holes, is the goal for t~\~ 
stage. 
Stage I inoludes three maj~r aotivities: (1) preliminary resourc~ 
identifioation and land leasing) (2) exploration well permitting; and 
(3) exploratory drilling and complete well logging. Beginning now, the 
parties involved in the g~othermal development (e.g., the field dev~loper 
and plant operator) will start to negotiate the oontractual terms for sale 
of the geothermal energy to the eleotrio utility. 
The oriteria for suooess in this stage is the eXistence of the 
oonfirmatory geologio data required to oonvince an eleotrio utility company 
that its investment at the field is warrant~d. The last ~otivity i~ t~e ~tage 
is an agreement with the utility to pursue the neoessary permits for buildin~ 
a power plant. 
The amount of time neoessary to complete the above activitie, is the 
major elemant of unce~tainty in this stage, refleoting th~ geologioal 
Ync~rtainty about the quality and size of the reservoir based on preliminary 
geologic data. For example, Reference 11 estimates that 128 areas must be 
examined in order to get one sucoessful site. This assumption is not 
appropriate to the Heber site beoause earlier exploration by oil and gas 
companies had revealed the geothermal anamoly while looking for natural gas 
reserves. 
b. Stage IL: Development Permits Application, ReView, and Approv~l. 
Having oompleted Stage I, the produoer and the electric utility must now apply 
for the necessary permits from the federal, ,tate, and local authorities to 
develop the resource and oonstruot a power plant. No oapital investment by 
either the produoer or the eleotric utility will take place prior to the 
completion of approval on all necessary permits. Therefore, this stage must 
event"~lly include the a~~"1ties of both the utility and the developer. 
c. Stage III: ReserVoir Development. The developer and the electric 
utility are now in a position to begin the actual development and ccnstruction 
of their resp0ctive facilities. 8y now, the charaoteristics of the resource 
have bpen established,the developer has agreed with the utility on the price 
and amount of heat to be sold, and all the neoessary permits and authoriz~­
tions have been received. 
This stage for the developer includes the development and start-up 
operation for all the production and reinjection wells, and the construction 
and testing of the geothermal transmission system. 
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Stage III is different from Stages I and II in that en~ineering 
and procurement uncertainties affect the actual time involved. Stage I i~ 
characterized by the geologic uncertainty, and Stage II is determined by tho 
administrative procedures of several bureaucracies. The following section 
looks at the cost accounts and their relatto~ships to the t~~k~. 
d. Stage IV: Operation of the Facil~. Stage IV describes t~e cost~ 
incurred by the developer over th~ economic life of the power pl~nt. The~e 
includu the general operation and maintenance of the eXisting equipment a~ 
well as t.he development of new p,'oduction wells to maintain the necessary 
energy flow to the power plant. For example, if the ilow rate from eXisttn~ 
wells decreases or the temperature of the resourca degrades, more wells will 
be requir!d to make up the difference. Also, wit~ time, some wells might fail 
and have to be abandoned necessitating new wells to be drilled nearby to t.ke 
advantage of the known resource. Althou~h this de~radation is not modeled 
explicitly by this study, a rGdrilling program is assumed to take place ~nd 
new wells are scheduled to keep the heat content constant for the life of the 
geothel""lI:al field. 
Success in this stage is defined as being able to continually operate 
the reservoir at ~ome stated capacity for the life of the power plant. The 
treatment of various levels of non-success and its effect on cost has not yet 
been completed. 
C. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
The uncertainty surrounding the successful development of a geother~al 
can arise from a large number of sources. But, although many sources may 
contribute to the uncer'tainty, only those that impact the ultimate cost to a 
substantial degree need to be considered further. If changing the value of a 
variable within a realistic range introduces significant changes in the costs 
0f power, then that variable is considered to be important. In this section 
the identification of important variables will be done in two steps. 
The first step is to identify those variables whose per-unit variations 
have the greatest impact on final cost. This is obtained by varying the value 
of a given parameter, and dividing the resulting change in power cost by the 
change in the parameter. The first step is exemplified by Table 2-1, which is 
the result of a sensitivity analysis from Reference 12. T~is shows the change 
in final cost due to a change in a given parameter. The first item has the 
highest final cost change per unit parameter change (ob~ained by dividing the 
reduction in power cost by the change in the parameter), with the following 
items listed in de~~ending order. 
At thL:I point, one problem with Table 2- 1 should be mentioned. It 
provides sdnsitivities at a given point (at the reference cost given in the 
table). L11~e the concept of point elasttcity, this sensitivity is dependent 
on the point at which it is measured. It is a variable, and thus linear 
extrapolations may not be accurate. 
The second step is the determinaticn of how much each parameter might 
reasonably be expected to vary from an assumed mean value. Some variables can 
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Tab18 2-1. Re~ult~ of Sensitivity Annly~is for Reference CA~A 
with Power Co~t : 28.2 mill~/kWh (from Referen0e 12) 
Parameter 
Well head Temperatur'e 
Co~t of Capital 
Cost per' We 1 l 
Well Flow Rate 
Plant Capital 
Internal Power 
Consumption 
Taxe~ 
Cost of Transmission 
and Disposal Systems 
R~lnjection Costs 
Well Life 
Excoss Producin~ 
Wells 
Coo 1 ing Tower 
Operating Expenses 
Royalty Payments 
Dry Wells 
Exploration Costs 
Plant Life 
Tran~ml~sion and 
Disposal Systems 
Maintenanoe Rate 
Intangible Write-off 
Plant Life 
Referenoe Value 
$'.>00,000 
500,000 lb/h 
$ 111 • \) m 11 11 on 
10. 1) MWe 
New Value 
(Reduoed by half) 
$300,000 
750,000 lh/h 
$7. '.> million 
(All tax ratos reduced by 1/2) 
Reinjection 
10 years 
,?OJ of' Pr'oJec-
tion Welts 
Induded 
10, 
20' of Produo-
tion Wells 
Inoluded 
30 years 
0.05 
Allowed 
30 years 
(Reduced by half) 
~J of Production 
Wells 
Excluded 
(Reduced by half) 
o 
5J of Produc-
tion Wells 
Exoluded 
40 years 
0.025 
Not Allowed 
20 years 
Blndioates an inorease in cost of power. 
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Chango in 
Pl\rameter~, 
! 
- 50 
_ 40 
- 1)0 
- 'i0 
- 1)0 
- 50 
- 1')0 
-100 
+100 
- 75 
-100 
- 50 
-lOa 
- 75 
-lOa 
+ 33 
- 50 
-lOa 
+ 33 
Reduotion in 
Power' Co~t I , 
19 
/0 
11 
10 
o 
16 
10 
3 
4 
4 
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depth. Figure 2-5 shows an estimate as to well oost per meter, 
oonfidenoe interval. This estimate oompares favorably with the 
to hard rook ourYes in Figure 2-6 whioh shows that the hardness 
an imp' \··t:I!,t determinllnt of drilling oosts and thus well oost. 
drilling oosts used tn the Heber site-study have been disoussed 
Seo tion I-B. 
3. Well Flow Rates 
with • 901 
medium hard 
of rook is 
The aotual 
further in 
Figur~ 2-7 shows a 901 confidenoe inter\~l for wellhead flow rate versus 
well depth. Using a 152~-m (~OOO-ft) deep reservoir, flow rates are about 
375 +125 Mlb/h, a variation of about 331. Table 2-1 indioates that this 
variation would produce an 111 ohange in power oosts. Figure 2-8 shows the 
variability of well flow rate oYer time. 
~. Other Sensitive Variables 
Table 2-1 indioates that the oost of power is also sensitive to the oost 
of capital and to plant oapital requirements. Cost of oapital is not treated 
stochastically in the model for the reasons given previously. 
As regards plant oapital requ~~ments, Table 2-2 shows a variety of "pre-
dictions" of geothermal capital oosta. Variation is due t.o different resource 
temperatures, teohnologies used, oooling water availability and environmental 
contro ls required. Thus, one mlIat. be oarefUl as to whioh plants oan be oom-
pared. For the 200-It'.1 steam ~lants, the cost per kilowatt was found to vary 
by 27J around the mean. Flash plant prediotions for the same size plant 
varied by 30J about their average, and binary plants var1.ed by 21J about 
their average. There were not enough small plants of the binary and flash 
type to do this for any bue the 200-mW plants. Based on these results, if a 
25~ variation in power' p1 dIlt oapital oosts is assumed, ol'lly a 71 ohange in 
power oost is e xpeo ted. 
The other variables listed in Table 2-1 oan be similarly evaluated. 
Their effects on power oost can be oaloulated, with end result being the 
demonstration of the importanoe of the three variables: (1) wel'head 
temperatuf'e, (2) oost per well (well depth and rook type), and (3) well 
fl al rate, re lati ve to the others. 
The only variable whose effect on oost has not been examined in the 
literature is the length of time required for the stages of development 
disoussed in Subseotl~n B. Figure 2-9 shows the effect of the time lag from 
the signing of a contract between the produoer and the eleotric uHUt.)' to 
the start of fluid sales on the expeoted present worth of the vent.ue. Data 
from Paoific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E) demonstrate the uncertaintf about the 
time elapsed during one stage. The last three units (13, 1~, 15) at G9ysers 
were expected to take 28, 36, and 28 months, respectively, to aoquire the 
California Public Utilities COIIIl\ission Certificate of Publio Con'Yenienoe and 
Neoessity. These predicti~ns were made almost two years beforoe the certifioate 
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Table 2.2. Capital Costs (Field and Plant) ( from Referenoe 11) 
Field 
Investment Generating 
Costs Plant 
Capaoity, (1916$) , Irlvestment, Tot.al, 
Sou roe Typ.) MW $/kW $/kW $/kW 
Greider Steam 200 162/kW 230 401 
Greider' Flash 200 112 429 611 
Greider Binary 200 1"( 3 521 111 
Barr Steam 200 140 
Barr Flash 200 232 
Barr Binary 200 341 
Armstead Steam 200 103 113 277 
Bloomster Flash 55 174 274 447 
Holt and Brugman Binary 50 
at 2500 F 560 
at 5000 F 297 
Holta Flash 50 200·300 450.550 650.850 
Binary 50 200·300 450.550 650.850 
Dan, Hersam Geysers 
Kho and Krumland Unit 14 110 11'9 
Krumlandb Geysers 
Unit 14 110 260 
Goldsmith (Flash) 150.200 159·310 
GeysersO Geysers 
Historioal 502 116 166 
Cerro PrietoO (Flash) 75 314 
Raoine (Binary) 50 700.800d 
Hankin (Flash) 50 142 
Projeot 
Independenoe (Brin.) ) 200 560.860 
(Geysers) 1000 364e 
a Holt supersedes Holt and Brusman. 
b Krumland supersades Dan, Hersam, Kho, and Krumland. 
o From GreIder. 
d Raoines oosts projeoted for 1982. 
e Project Independenoe projeoted costs for 1980. 
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prooess. The aotual rea11zed t1mes for urits 13, 14~ and 15 oertifioation 
prooesses were 32, 33, and 26 months, r'~peotively. 1 
The t1me effect is exp'ioitly disoussed and stressed in the previou~ 
seotion. The oomputer model has the oapab1lity ',0 handle this important 
faotor, in addition to the re&ouroe anoertainties disoussed above. 
D. GEOTHERMAL PROBABILISTIC COST MODEL 
1. Introduotion to Probabilistio Modeling 
Beoause the oost of developing a geothermal resouroe is intrinslca~ly 
unoertain, no venture analysis teohnique oan evaluate the oost or profit of a 
project with any degree of oonfidence without oonsidering the unoertainties 
present. Partial aooommodation of these unoertainties can r luce results 
which are mislead1ng. Probabilistic cost modeling, how~ver, does provide 
the opportunity to properly 1noorporate t'lese uncertainties into the fin~l 
results. This paper describes one such ~odel that ha~ been developed at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and disousses its application to a geothermal site 
at Heber, California. 
The oonoept underlying probabilistic modeling is that the values 
for the model inputs are not known, but that their distributions oan be 
estimated. A deoision tree showing each possible sequence of events and the 
aSSOCiated probabilities can then be oonstructed, and from this, project costs 
and other financia) measures can be appropriately aggregated into probability 
distributions. By generating entire distributions, this model enables the 
inclusion of a decision-maker's risk preference into his investment decisions. 
The shaded area in Figure 2-1 sho~s that even though the expected cost of a 
new technology may be higher than the current cost of conventional technol-
ogies, there might be a oonsiderable probability that the new technology is 
competitive with the existing technology. LikeWise, there may be a significant 
probability that the cost of the new te(hnology will reach unacceptable levels. 
The possibility for a decision maker to considei' risk preferenoe is 
precluded when only point estimates are made. It might be argued that calou-
lating a point estimate requires less information than constructing a complete 
distribution. This is not true, however, beoause oalculating the expected 
value implicitly uses all the relevant information conta1ned in a probab1lity 
distr1bution. This model uses that information exp11c1tly and calculates 
the probability distributions for oost, required capital, and profit. The 
expeoted value and variance oan be derived from these distributions~ and risk 
preference may then b~ introduced. 
The most distinguishing feature of the Geothermal Probabilist10 Cost 
Model is that it allow~ the outoome of one variable to be dependent upon 
the outoomes of the oth~r variables. Condit10nal probability d1stributions 
llData from attaohment to letter from Riohard H. Peterson, Vioe-Chairman of 
the Board, Paoifio Gas and Eleotrio Company to Mr. Leo T. McCarthy, Speaker 
of the Assembly, California. The attaohment is dated January 12, 1976. 
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can thus be u~ed. For 6x3~Dle, the probability distribution for the length 
of a development stage may be dependent upon the length~ of the stages that 
precede it or upon the depths of the wells that have to be drilled, none of 
which may be known at the beginning of the projeot. In this way, any 
correlatlotl--either positlve or negative--between oharaoteristios onn be 
con9idered explicitly and a Joint ~robabillty distribution that has all 
exlsting dependenoy relat10nshlps factored into it can be constructed. 
Therefore, this model can correotly aggregate the statistical 
variances in the stage time distributions. Unlike the expeoted value of 
the sum of two random variables (whioh is the sum of their expected values), 
the variance of the sum may be greater than, equal to, or less than ttle sum 
of their variances. It depends on whether the two random variables are 
positively, neutrally, or negatively oorrelated to one another. 12 The 
distributions in Figures 2-10a and 2-10b are of the same shape. The only 
difference is their orientation. With the major axis tilted to the right 
(indicating P03itlve correlation), the distribution leads to a oorresponding 
distribution of total project oost with a widespread (large) variance (see 
Figure 2-11a). The opposite case is obtained for the distribution having its 
major axis tilted to the lert (indicating negative oorrelation). The corre-
sponding distribution is more concentrated around its mean (low variance; see 
Figure 2_11b). The expected value approach oan not capture all these results. 
2. Formal Model 
Four stages have been identified for ~~e Reference Soenario of a 
geothermal resource development. These stages are: 
(1) Stage 1: Proving the resource. 
(2) Stage 2: Development permits application, reView, and approval. 
(3) Stage 3: Reservoir development. 
(4) Stage 4: Operation of the facility until the field is depleted of 
an eoonomically valuable geothermal resource. 
These four stages have been used to model the Reference Scenario here. 
Although any number of stages 1s possible, to maintain a manageable number of 
stages and to prevent the number of alternative scenarios from being too 
large, six stages should be set as the upper limit. To illustrate the 
problem, let thare be two alternatives in each stage. With 6 stages, there 
are 64 scenarios. If the number of alternatives is three, there is a total of 
129 scenariosl Thus, the users of this model are urged to economize on the 
choice of stages and physical parameters under conSideration while disaggre-
gating the problem to capture some major elements of uncertainty. 
12Let x and y be two random variables. Variance (x + y) = Varianoe (x) + 
Variance (y) + 2 Covariance (x,y). Varianoe (x + y) = Varianoe (x) + 
Varianoe (y) if and only if Covarianoe (x,y) = o. 
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Figure 2-'1a. Total Cost of a Project When Time Durations are 
Positively Correlated 
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Figure 2-11b. Total Cost of a Project When Time DUrations are 
Negatively Correlated 
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a. The Methodology: An O~erview. To incorporate the unoertainty 
arising fro~ stage length times and uncertain variables into the anBly~i~ of 
projeot cost, the modol considers individually 1n suooes~ion all different 
possible permutations of values for those uncertain variables. From each such 
permutatlon of values and times, R "scenario" i~ con~tru0ted and then analyzed. 
A soenario thus represents one posslble path through ~ declsion tro!. 
Sreclfically, a ~oenario is defined by four attributes: 
(1) A set of durations specifying the length of eaoh of the stages. 
(2) A set of values for the uncertaln physlcal parametel's (e.g., 
wellhead temperature, flow rate). 
(3) The probnbilittds that each stage and eaoh physical parameter 
takes the value speoified for it in (1) and (2). 
(4) The dollar value costs for all cost aooounts ln all stages. 
To avoid the enot'mous information costs of deriving the cost 
accounts (4 above) for eaoh possible soenario, the model use!'J a basel1n~ 
case, or Referenoe Scenario. The Referenoe ScenariO is deflned as the most 
likely path through the decision tree. In the computer program, the cost 
accounts are input to the program only for this Referenoe Scenario. (These 
along with Referenoe stage times and Reference physical parameter values 
completely specify the Referenoe Scenario.) For all other scenarios, only 
their stage times, physical paraw~ter valu~~, and associated probabilitie~ are 
input: their cost aooounts are derived within the pro~ram by modifying the 
Reference cost acoounts for any differences in the length of each stage or for 
any differenoes in the values of the physical parameters. Thus, as described 
belOW, the Referenoe Scenario is really a baseline oase from which all other 
scenarios are derived. If this were not so, based on the previous descrip-
tion, the required amount of information would be enormous. Dollar oosts for 
every oost acoount for !ach soenario would be required. Because a Referenoe 
Soenario is used, the l'-1,3thy and difficult task of providing detailed co~t 
aooounts for the site under study has to be performed only once (for the 
Reference Soenario). 
To illustrate this prooedure, if in the Referenoe Scenario, Stage J is 
assumed to take 10 years, then a Cost Aooount i in Stage J 1s estimated based 
upon the 10 year figure. If, however, Stage J is later assumed in anot:ler 
soenario to last 20 years, then Cost Aooount i in Stage J for that scenario 
would be doubled to refleot the now longer stage time. Additionally, if Q 
partioula~ oost aooount is affeoted by an unoertain physioal variable, the 
model would make an adjustment through the use of appropriately defined 
soaling functions. These adjustments are done in subroutine GSCALE. 
In a like manner, the cost-aooounts f~r each of the other soenarios are 
derived. Beoause the lengths of the stages are different from soenario to 
soenario, the ooourrenoe of the oost-aooount expenditures in eaoh soenario 
will be staggered. The model aooounts for the staggered time frames by 
appropriately aooounting for time differenoes when the financial analysis is 
performed. The finanoial subroutine in the model oaloulates level1zed energy 
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oost, life-oyole oost, and profit for each soenario. With the probability of 
ooourrenc~ for eaoh soenario (and thus of their outputs) having been input 13 
as part of the soenario desoription, a oomplete set of values and their prob-
abilities are obtained for levelized energy oost, life-oycle oost, and for 
profit. From these, separate probability functions for both of the oost 
categories and for profit oan be oonstruoted. 
b. The Computer Program. 
Stages. In the model the stages are designated by the variable JX, 
with JX ranging in value from 1 to J. The operational stage, the last stage, 
is the Jth stage. 
Stage Duration. Corresponding to eaoh stage JX there is a time 
lapse for completing all aotivities in that stage. In order to reflect the 
unoertainty for the oompletion time of any given stage, the stage time is 
treated as a random variable and assumed to have a disorete set of outoomes. 
In the Referenoe Scenario, the length of Stage JX is denoted L; TPR(JX); in 
any other scenario, the length of Stage JX is denoted by TP(JXoMM), where MM 
is the number of that soenario. Likewise, the length of the final stage 
(Stage J) in the Reference Soenario is TPR(J), and the length of Stage J 
in any other scenario is TP(J,MM) where again MM identifies that scenario. 
Stage Interv~. Eaoh stage is divided into intervals. The number 
of intervals into whioh a specific Stage JX will be subdivided is denoted by 
M(JX). The M(JX) remain fixed for all soenarios. All intervals in 3 given 
stage are the same length, and thus are found by the quotient TP(JX,MM)/M(JX). 
The M(JX) are judioiously chosen to oorrespond generally to the number ~f times 
costs will recur within a stage. By dividing long st~ges into intervals, it is 
possible to specify oosts for periods on the order of one year ~hich enables 
the modeling of non-uniform cash flows throughout the stage. 
Cost Accounts. There are two kinds of costs: time-dependent and 
time-independent. Time-dependent costs, as their name implies, vary as the 
length of a stage (and hence as the length of the stage's intervals) varies. 
(Stage times vary from scenario to scenario; the number of the stages and the 
number of intervals in eaoh stage are specified at the outset and remain fixed 
for all scenarios.) Time-independent oosts are assumed to remain oonstant 
regardless of the length of the interval in which they ocour. 
An example of a time-dependent oost could be the legal fee~ paid durtng 
the permitting process. The longer the prooess, the longer legal ~ervioes are 
required, and the greater will be the oost. An example of a time-independent 
cost oould be a bulldoze~ purohased for the development of the field. Onoe 
purohased, the cost will not ohange if the development of the field takes an 
additional length of time. (Although striotly speaking, operations and 
maintenanoe costs might change.) 
13Actuolly, only the conditional probabilities for each stage length time 
and physical parameter values are input. Their produot oaloulated in the 
program, yields the probp.Dility of ooourrence for each soenario and its 
output. 
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As mention~d before, detailed oost aooounts are input for the Referenoe 
Scenario only. For eaoh tUne-dependent cost aooount, expenditures are input 
for each inter'val of the speoifio stage in which that dependent cost aooount 
occurs. This expenditure, or dependent oost for the Referenoe Scenario, is 
denoted by crR(JX,NX,HX,KDX). The index JX denotes the stage in whioh the 
cost account occursj NX signifies the ~ooounting lifetime of the expenditure" 
MX denotes the inte~'val in which the cost occurs; Md KDX designates which 
(Jst acoount is being described. Thus, CDR (2, 1, 4, 3) signifies the 
time-dependent expenditure of the first accounting lifetime for the third 
cost acoount in the fourth lnterval of Stage 2 of the Reference Scenario. 
A typical cost account for a time-dependent activity is shown below. 
It is the Exploration and Well Logging acoount for Stage 1 of the Reference 
Scenario. Note that the expenditure rate is not necessarily uniforffi for the 
duration of Stage 1. This is indicated by different dollar costs (in thou-
sands of 1980 dollars) for each of the six intervals into which Stage 1 is 
divided. 
240.0 240.0 800.0 800.0 800.00 800.0 
The entire "matrix" of time-dependent cost accounts for Stage 1 would 
appear then as fc.'Hows: 
68.75 68.75 68.75 68.75 68.75 68.75 
0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
240.0 240.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
91" 67 91.67 91.67 91.67 91.67 01.67 
79.0 43.0 96.0 96.0 96.0 96.0 
An individual entry has the label CDR(JX,NX,MX,KDX) where JX,NX,HX and KDX are 
defined as before. All r,,,sts given in this report and used by the model are 
in 1980 dollars; if occurring any number of years after 1980, these oosts 
are escalated appropriately by the model to account for inflation and real 
increases in price at rates specified by the user. 
Subroutine GSCALE. The aforementioned adjustments to the Referenoe 
Scenario Costs Accounts ar-e performed for each scenario in the GSCALE subrou-
tine. Time-dependent costs are assumed to be proportional to the length of 
Reference Soenario stages. Thus, if another scenario has a stage length (and 
hence stage interval length) twice that of the Reference Scenario, all of its 
time-dependent cost accounts would be twice that of the Referenoe Scenario. 
This effect is c3ptured by the TP(JX,MM)/TPR(JX) term in ACHOD. 
The cost ac~ounts are also escalated in GSCALE. The cost aocounts are 
multiplied by their cost escalation !actors, AD(JX,NX,KDX), raised to the 
exponent PWR, where PWR is the numb. ~ of years up until the oost actually 
occurs. PWR is composed of two pal-",,: PSUM(JX,MM), the number of years up to 
the JX stage; and HX • (TP(JX,MM)/R~JX), the number of years into the stage 
that the oost occurs. 
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Once tne cost aooounts have been adjusted for time differenoes, GSCALE 
then oalls subroutines that make adjustments for differenoes in the levels of 
physioal variables. These st;' 'outines are OPT 1 through OPT.. These a!"'C 
user specified and their forms are dependent on th~ ~peoifio site. 
OPT Function Subroutines. The "OPTn" functiof. subroutines are 
oalled by the FCTMOD subroutine in GSCALE to modify the C0St aooounts for any 
differences between the Reference Scen~rio levels for the physical parameters 
and the levels of those parameters in the scenario being examined. The threa 
physioal parameters oonsidered in this study are wellhead fluid temperature, 
flow rate, and well .1epth. The OPT funotions are physioal relationships that.. 
must be supplied by the user for the projeot being studied. The following OrT 
funotions are used for the Heber Reservoir. 
OPT 1: Effect of Temperature. The referenoes equation for OPT1 is 
~ ($/kW) = 51.107 Z ex 3.8884 x 10-4 z] 
w r. (T Sf + 273. 15) 
rDwLTgf - To - (To + 2T·).15) ln To + 273.15 
from Referenoe 5. When the equation i8 used to evaluate the effeot of 
resource temperature on well cost, the well depth, Z, and flow rate, Mw, are 
held oonstant to define the temperature ratio only. The oost relationship 
then becomes 
where 
Cost (scenario) = Cost (reference) ITem erature Temperature 
(scenario) 
referencle) 
OPT1 ::. RVAL I {P2-CON( 1) - (CON( 1 )+273.) I [ALOG (P2+273.)/ 
(CON(1)+273.)]}/ P1-C':"(1) - (CON(1)+273.) I 
ALOG [(P1+273. )/(CON( 1 )+273.)]} 
OPT 1 = adjusted oost returned to FCTMOD 
RVAL = cost account data input to OPT1 
P2 = reference fluid temperature (~gf), 0c 
P1 = scenario fluid temperature, °c 
CON(l) = ambient temperatur~, TO input for each site, °c 
Note that the constant 3.8884 x 10-4 is used when Z is 
input in meters. If well d~pth is in feet, the constant 
must be adjusted 
OPT 2: Effect of Flow Rate. The same equation from Reference 5 can be 
used to-d8fine a flow rate relationship with 
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( ) (reference) I Flow rate e9uat~on (soenar10) Costwell scenario = Costwell Flow rate eQuat1(ln ( l"efel"'!'Jnoe) 
If the well depth, Z, and temperature Tgf, are held constant, this 
relationship gives 
where 
OPT2 
11m scenario 
= RVAL I w = l/ril
w 
ref'erence 
OPT2 = adjusted cost returned to FCTMOD 
P2 = reference flow rate 
Pl = scenario flow rate 
RVAL = cost acoount data input to OPT2 
RVAL I f.g Pl 
Qf!_1: Effect of Well Depth. ~ain, in the same reference equation, 
temperature and flow rate can be held constant to look at the effeot of well 
depth on well oost. This gives: 
t ($/kW)(scenario) = t ($/kW)(reference) I 
w w 
Zsexp 3.8884 x 10-4 Zs] 
ZRexp 3.8884 ',10- ZR] 
or 
where 
OPT3 = RVAL • (Pl/P2) • EXP [(CON(6) I (Pl-P2»] 
OPT 3 = adjusted cost returned to FCTMOD 
RVAL = cost account data input to OPT4 
P2 = referenoe well depth 
P1 = scenario well depth 
CON(6) : constant 3.888~ x 10-4 from Reference 5 
Note that the constant 3.888~ x 10-4 is used when 
Z is input in meters. If well depth is in feet, the 
constant must be adjusted. 
With these equations, we oan inoorporate any unoertainty in the resource 
characteristios into the derivation of the probabil1ty density function for 
resouroe development oosts. 
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Subroutine RCOST. After the modifications by GSCALE to eaoh 
scenario, RCOST discounts all cost aocounts in all the stages to present 
dollars as of the beginning of Stage 1. This is performed one stage at a 
time. For each stage in succession the entries for each cost aocount (i.e., 
the c05tS In all the time intervals) are discountad to the beginning of that 
stage and summed together. This yields a single figure for all the costs in 
that stage. This number (COT in the program) is expressed in dollars as of 
the beginning of that stage; it is then discounted back to the beginning of 
Stage 1 and summed into the variable CD. Referring to Figure 2-12, the costs 
in a given interval are added together into variable COTT, and then disoounted 
to the beginning of the stage as COTT'd" [MX 'TPR(JX)/MLIM). This is 
summed i.nto variable COT. COT is then discounted to the beginning of the 
projeot by CDT'O"PSUMR(JX), where PSUMR(JX) is the number of years prior to 
the beginning of Stage JA in the sCE:lnario being considered. This is done for 
all stages, JX = 1 to J. 
The present value cost figures thus obtained are then operated upon in 
RCOST to find levelized cost and life cycle cost for the scenario under 
consideration. Because cost accounts with different accounting lifetimes 
are treated differently for tax purposes, the cost accounts of differing 
accounting lifetimes must be segregated by accounting type. This is 
accomplished by the first Do Loop in RCOST. It first performs the above 
discounting for accountf with a 1-year life; then does so for the second 
accounting ~ype; then for the third, and so on. Thus, costs will be indexed 
by accout.tlng t~'pe, NX, e.g., CAPR(NX), CR(NX). 
RCOS! also computes "upfront capital cost" or the costs of the stages 
prior to the final or operating stage. To do this the cost of the up front 
stages must initially be kept separate from the cost of the final stage. 
This separation is achieved by the second Do Loop which considers all stages 
except the last. After that Loop, the cost accounts for the final stage are 
discounted. CAPR(NX) deSignates the upfront capital costs for accounting 
type NX, and CR(NX) the total project capital costs for that accounting type. 
Thus, the total ~'oject cost of the second accounting type, Cfi~2), :onsists 
of the upfront capital costs of the second accounting type, CAPR(2), plus 
the discounted time-dependent and time-independent cost accounts of the 
second ~ccounting type for the final stage, Stage J. 
After the present value cgst is obtained for each accounting type with a 
lifetime longer than one year, 1 the effects of taxes, depreCiation, and 
investment tax credits are accounted for through the Ilse of the fixed charge 
rate (FCR). Because the FCR is a function of the accounting lifetime, it. can 
now be seen why, up to this point, the costs have been segregated by account-
ing lifetime. Multiplying CR(NX) by the FCR yields the constant annual amount 
that exactly pays back thi~ capital investment with interest over the lifetime 
of the project, after taxes (which have been adjusted for the effect of depre-
ciation and any investment I~ax credit) have been paid. Dividing this constant 
14Costs with a lifetime of one year are expensed; no taxes are paid on the 
income required to cover them, and no depreciation or tax credits are 
applied. 
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annual payment by the oapital reoovery factor (CRF) gives the present value 
sum of those nayments. The v,'esent value sums for eaoh aooounting type can 
tnen be add~d together. In the program, this aggregate sum te denot.ed by 
COUM, an iil ~ermediate "dummy" Variable for cost. 
Thus fa,", this sum does not 1 ,.~~ude the effects of depletion allowance 
and royalties. To account f0r th~~e, the final sum, COUM, o~tained above is 
multiplied by 
, .. t 
l-t+at-ROY+tROY" 
where R{'I~ is the royalty rate, t t:'e tax rate, and a the depletion allowance 
I~~te. 'lhe Quotient is simply the ratio: 
1 - t PV 
l-t+at-ROY+l;'lOY = PV 
When multiplied by the all.1unt neoessary to cover all oosts without a depletion 
allowanoe and royalty paymetat·, whioh is what is thus far obtained above, the 
amount neoessary to oover all oosts with depletion allowanoe and royalty 
payments is obtained. If the depletion allo~~nce is oalculated on gros~ 
reVenues net of rents and royalties, the life oycle cost of the project can 
be expressed as 
LCC = ~ 1 • C'!)UM] + fu:~AL • (RENROY~, 
where 
1 1 - t E = l-t+at-ROY+tROY 
and RENROY is the sum of rents and royalties. This is for the regulated 
oase. (Note that in order for the program te. handle them correctly, rents and 
leases for eaoh stage, except the last, must be inputted into the program as 
the first time-dependent cost account for those stages.) 
Profit, in the non-regulated case, is obtained by Revenue minus L~fe 
Cyole Cost. As the effeots of taxes, depletion allowance, and royaltiet have 
been factored 1n on only the cost side, and not the revenue side, the di\' fer-
enoe REV - Lee must be multiplied by (l-t+at-ROY+tROY) to appropriately reduce 
the revenue retained by the firm as profit to reflect the effects of depletion 
and royalty payments. This leads to an expression for LCC as 
([El • COUM] + [E:~AL • RENROY]) ESCAL + [( l-ESCAL) • REV], 
where &SCAL 1s (l-t+at-ROY+tROY). 
To find Leve11zed Energy Cost, calculating the l.ife Cycle Cost alone is 
not suffioient. The eoonomioally reooverable part of the resouroe and the 
life of the resouroe must be known to determine the energy oost. OVer time, 
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the temperature of the resouroe and possibly the flow rate from the wells will 
degrade. While this degradation is not modeled explioitly by this study, a 
redrilling program is assumed to take plaoe and new wells are soheduldd to 
keep the heat oontent, E, from the wells oonstant for the life of the geo-
thermal field. The oosts of this program are inoluded in the oos~ aooount~ 
for Stage IV and are refleoted i~ the final oost figures. 
With a given ~, we oan oaloulate the generalized energy oo~t as 
CEL : 1000 . CCL 
GG . E 
This follows direotly from Equation D-12, in Reference 8, when both numerator 
and denominatl)r are multiplied by annual energy output. (The oonstant 1000 is 
a oonversion faotor to yield $/kWh fro~, mills/kWh.) 
Generali?ed energy oost is define~ as that prioe per unit of energy 
whioh, if held oonstant in real terms thr\')ughout the pro.jeot life would 
provide the reani."ed revenue to finance the life cy01 e oost of the project, 
assuming that all oash flow interim requirements or exoeSS8R are borrowed or 
invested .lt the utility's internal rate of return. Level1zeld e"el"gy oost is 
defined as that price per unit of energy whioh, if held oonstant 1n nominal 
terms throughout the project life would provide the required revenue to 
finanoe the life oyole cost of the proj@ot, assuming that all oash flow 
interim requirements or excesses pre borrowed or invested at the utility's 
internal rate of return. We oaution that the oonoept of levelized energy 
cost as an energy cost index is defeotive. It oan be used to rank order 
different energy projects only if they have the same project life. Clearly, 
the optimal project life design ehould depend on the physical o~araoteristics 
and economic trade-offs th~reof, and should not be arbitrarily standardized. 
If projeots have different lifetimes, ohoices based on levelized energy costs 
may bias towards short life projects, even though they have the same ftxed 
costs and proportionate variable costs. Generalized energy oost will not 
have this problem. Thus, we suggest using the latter as an output from the 
COIDputtiC' model. In the computer progr'am, a generalized energy Clost is used. 
Uniform energy cost is a speoial case of the latter with nominal energy cost 
escalation factor being one. 
Probabilistic Analysis. The probability assooiated with the 
energy oost for a scenario is simply the product of the conditional prob-
abilities specified for stage times and physical variables in that scenario. 
These are input as P(JX, 1). If the stage times and/or the physioal variables 
are assumed to be independent, then the probability of a speoifio value 
oocurring for a variable remains the same rogardless of what the preoeding 
variables might turn out to be. If any of the variables are correlated, th" 
inputted probabilities would have to refleot this oorrelation. 
As disoussed in the introduoti~n to the formal model, it is likely 
that the number of scenariOS for a specific projeot under evaluation may be 
very large. In that event, the costs of calculating all these soenario oosts 
may be pronibitively large. Fortunately, we have 8 well-known statistioal 
theory, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Theorem, whioh shOWS that we oan randomly seLect 
150 soenarios as a sample to approximate the required probability distribution. 
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The likelihood of seleoting a soenario should be weighted by its probability, 
and the approximate distribution will be good within 90. oonfidenoe. (However, 
we oaution tho user' of this model that even though the oomputational oost is 
out to a mlni~um, the data oolleotion oosts may still be prohibitive.) The 
Kilmogorov-Smirnov Theorem is: Let F(x) be the underlying oontinuous oost 
distribution, and Xl, , •• , Xn be a sample from F(~). Define Fn(x) as 
the proportion of observed values in the sample -"hioh a!'e less than or equal 
to X. l.et, 
D - sup I F (x) - F ( x) I n - _a,;<.X<w n 
The Kilmogorov-Sm1rnov Theorem states that 
~~: Pr (Dn < n;Ii)' 1 - 2 t (_1)1-1 
1 = 1 
Let H(t) be the value on the right hand side of the equation. A table of 
H(t) 1s given in Table 2-3. As an example, consider 90. confidence, i.e., 
(H(t) = 0.90. The corresponding t is 1.22. Suppose we want On - 0.1. The 
required sample size, n, will then be caloulated as: 
150 
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Table 2-3. Probability Limit for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Theorem 
t H(t) t H(t) 
0.30 0.0000 , .20 0.8878 
0.35 0.0003 1.25 9.9121 
0.40 0.0028 1.30 0.9319 
0.45 0.0126 1. 35 0.9478 
0.50 0.0361 '.40 0.9603 
0.55 0.0772 '-45 0.9702 
0.60 o. , 357 1.50 0.9778 
0.65 0.2080 '.60 0.9880 
0.70 0.2888 1.70 0.9938 
0.75 0.3728 1.80 0.9969 
0.80 0.4559 1.90 0.9985 
0.85 0.5347 2.00 0.9993 
0.90 0.6073 2.10 0.9997 
0.95 0.6725 2.20 0.9999 
1.00 0.7300 2.30 0.9999 
1.05 0.7798 2.40 1.0000 
1.10 0.8228 2.50 1.0000 
1.15 0.8580 
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